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The authors of the best-selling Fermented Vegetables are back, and this time they’ve brought
the heat with them. Whet your appetite with more than 60 recipes for hot sauces, mustards,
pickles, chutneys, relishes, and kimchis from around the globe. Chiles take the spotlight, with
recipes such as Thai Pepper Mint Cilantro Paste, Aleppo Za’atar Pomegranate Sauce, and
Mango Plantain Habañero Ferment, but other traditional spices like horseradish, ginger, and
peppercorns also make cameo appearances. Dozens of additional recipes for breakfast foods,
snacks, entrées, and beverages highlight the many uses for hot ferments. 
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Round Out Your Fermenting Repertoire   Copyright   Share Your Experience!  
ForewordFood is life, but as Kirsten and Christopher Shockey demonstrate in this marvelous
book, it is also alive. That is, food ferments. It bubbles and churns, froths and foams, releasing
compounds that benefit our health. But Fiery Ferments isn’t primarily about nutrition (though
that’s a nice bonus). The Shockeys celebrate flavor, specifically flavor that zings, and they are
excellent guides into the lively world of fermentation—the wonders of microbial action, the
magical transformations it achieves.And what magic! Fiery Ferments travels the globe as the
recipes progress from familiar hot sauces and salsas to condiments other cultures enjoy: Haitian
pikliz, Indian achar, Indonesian rempah, Yemeni zhug. And they’re all presented in a spirit of
experimentation and fun. Why stick to traditional kimchi made with cabbage when you can use
nettles, green beans, summer squash, or rhubarb instead?The late anthropologist Sidney Mintz
wrote about the “core-fringe” pattern of eating in which bland, starchy staples—foods like rice,
potatoes, cassava, even pasta—are enhanced by a “fringe” of condiments that stimulate the
appetite by providing vibrant texture, color, and taste. No wonder the word relish refers to these
condiments as well as to our pleasure in eating them.These fringe foods and the pleasure they
inspire is what Fiery Ferments is all about. After beginning with the basics of fermentation, the
Shockeys usher us from kitchen to table with recipes for wonderfully innovative meals. Why
season chili with a standard chili powder blend when you can use your own Fermented Green
Chili Base and top the steaming bowl with homemade Habanero Carrot Sauce? You’ll also
discover that jalapeño poppers really pop when you begin with fermented carrot-stuffed
peppers. And don’t forget dessert. What better way to end a tongue-tingling meal than with
chocolate-cranberry mole ice cream or Persimmon Ginger Sorbet?Kirsten and Christopher are
two of the most generous cooks I know, and the best kind of teachers. After sharing their
carefully tested recipes and secret tips for success, they encourage us to experiment on our
own. I’m ready to take the plunge. After all, as this book amply demonstrates, fiery ferments
sustain both body and soul.Darra Goldstein Editor in Chief, CURED ()Be sure to read all
instructions thoroughly before using any of the techniques or recipes in this book and follow all
safety guidelines.IntroductionFiery Ferments is not just another hot sauce book.Don’t worry,
there are plenty of delicious fermented hot sauce recipes in this book; if that is all you want, you
will not be disappointed. However, we wanted to explore what it means to push the essence of
pungency. As we researched and experimented, we discovered that there are many ways to
wake up the tongue in that eye-popping, wow-what-did-I-just-taste moment. And there are a lot
of people who love stimulating, flavorful food but prefer not to singe their mouths. This book is for
them, too.Humans seem to have always craved some spice in their lives and in their meals. Until
very recently (if you consider the time frame of all of human history), our favorite spicy foods and
condiments were likely preserved through lacto-fermentation, with all the flavor, nutrients,
enzymes, vitality, and other elements of goodness that accrue from working with probiotic
bacteria. Then methods of quick acidification with vinegar and pasteurization came along, and
our traditional spicy foods lost their probiotic love. Yes, modern hot sauces can stand on grocery-



store shelves waiting for you to buy them for a very long time and will remain safe and flavorful,
but they are no longer alive.We think it’s time to bring that life — the fiery ferments — back into
our own lives. We have devoted ourselves to researching ancient accounts of meals around the
world, deconstructing hot sauces and rebuilding them with new custom vegetable ferments, and
doing a lot of testing on the plate. We hope you enjoy these spicy characters as we give them
their seats at the head of the table. They are fun, a bit crazy, and full of flavor.Some Like It Hot!
(A Brief History)It was once thought that spice was a modern invention, that our Stone Age
ancestors had no time or appreciation for anything that didn’t directly fuel their survival. But in
recent years, with the help of some ancient dirty dishes, scientists have discovered a different
story: this love for spice has been with us for thousands of years, and civilizations the world over
have always cultivated a local version of something hot.Stone Age SpiceWhen researchers from
the University of York analyzed some 6,000-year-old clay pots from Stone Age dwelling sites in
Germany and Denmark, they discovered that fish and deer were eaten with ground garlic
mustard (Alliaria petiolata), especially fish. When they re-created the meals, the researchers
agreed that the addition of the mustard, while adding little if any nutritional fuel, did improve the
flavor.Similarly, a team of scientists at the Smithsonian Institution has been able, through the
analysis of starch grains housed in their vast reference collection, to date the presence of chiles
to that same Stone Age period in at least seven sites stretching from southern Peru to the
Bahamas. These chiles differ slightly from the wild chile, meaning they had been cultivated by
humans.Root crops that included turmeric, ginger, and garlic show up in the archaeological
record about 4,500 years ago, again in some very old pots, this time found in New Delhi.
Linguistic evidence suggests that turmeric and ginger were also important to the peoples of
southern China during this period: The Austronesians had begun a massive migration of
thousands of miles, all the way east to Easter Island, south to New Zealand, and west to
Madagascar. The ancient languages of these areas all have a word for ginger, and it’s the same
word. Ginger was important enough to these people, who took only what they could carry, that it
came with them and stayed with them.Meanwhile, in India turmeric and native peppers were
being used medicinally, as referenced in early Ayurvedic texts. This includes both black peppers
and long peppers, and if you haven’t heard of long peppers   , you will soon.So up until a few
thousand years ago, your choice of spice had everything to do with the continent you called
home. If you lived in Europe, it was mustard and horseradish. If you lived in Asia, you used either
black pepper and its relatives or ginger. We have some tasty recipes for these in chapter 4, our
chapter devoted to recipes without chiles. If you lived in the Americas, your go-to spice was the
chile. Chapters 5 and onward are devoted to recipes that showcase the versatility of this picante,
mouth-singeing fruit.The Arrival of the ChileFor most of the world’s populations, there is a
distinctive Before Chiles (B.C.) period and an After Chiles (A.C.) period, which is the world we
know today. The chiles of the Americas were not revealed to the rest of the world until Columbus
and his gang left with a sampling of the Americas’ menu of potatoes, tomatoes, corn, and
chiles.Although the chile was not the black pepper the traders were hoping for, they called it a



“pepper” nonetheless (kicking off centuries of name confusion). The chile was pungent and a lot
easier to grow than black pepper, which made it attractive to the Portuguese traders headed
around Africa to India and farther east. Within a few decades the chile was dominating local
cuisines in Africa, India, Japan, Thailand, Indonesia, and China. Trade routes headed inland
from port cities further aided its spread, and chile quickly become the dominant global spice it is
today.What was it like for these traders to risk their lives in terrible conditions just so the royalty
back home could dine well? Consider their personal space: 500 hardy souls, packed into the
equivalent of a large two-story house, the majority of them crammed below with the cargo,
kitchen, mountains of wood, and five months of provisions. At least for the Portuguese sailors,
everyone on board got a cut in the form of their own “liberty chest,” which they were free to fill
with whatever they could procure and bring back (rather like the duty-free shops in the airports).
If they survived the year at sea, and if they were not robbed on the way back, there was a
chance that little box’s contents would buy them and their family a new way of life. Like the gold
rush in the West, a journey to the Far East called to the adventurous and the desperate.What Is
Fermentation?All of our recipes in this book are fermented. But what is fermentation exactly?
Just a few years ago it was a dirty word, as in scary and weird. Chocolatiers and cheesemakers
(who create some of the sexiest fermented foods) did not talk openly about how the flavor and
texture that make their products delicious are a direct result of the action of bacteria. Bacteria!
Yikes! But that is so yesterday. In the last few years, working with bacteria to produce delicious
fermented foods has become cool, and something to be proud of.Fermentation is defined as the
chemical breakdown of a substance by bacteria, yeasts, or other microorganisms, often
resulting in effervescence and the release of heat. In lactic-acid vegetable fermentation, it is the
members of the lactic-acid family of bacteria that transform the (often) low-acid vegetables into
high-acid vegetables — a.k.a. pickled vegetables — by consuming the carbohydrates in the
vegetables and converting them to acid. Like the before-and-after shots of a makeover, there are
some significant, almost magical changes that turn these veggies into a long-lasting “superfood.”
Why “super”? (After all, “superfood” is an extremely overused word usually used to describe the
next trendy green or berry.) They’re super, in short, because these veggies, after fermenting,
have more bioavailable vitamins because the carbs have been predigested by probiotic bacteria.
But if that isn’t enough — and it isn’t, really — they just taste mighty good.In fermentation, most
of the taste comes from the action of the microbes, which act like billions of little chefs layering
on flavor over the course of two stages of fermentation. This two-stage succession of bacteria
comprises a whole assortment of different species that occur naturally in the soil and are
therefore found on the plants. So whether you buy vegetables from the store or harvest them
from your garden, they come to you fully inoculated with the bacteria needed to get things
started. You just provide the environment (which we’ll get into later).We are still learning so much
about the microorganisms that flavor our food and keep us healthy, but right now, broadly
speaking, we know that four key species of lactic-acid bacteria are present in vegetable
fermentations: Lactobacillus brevis, Lactobacillus plantarum, Leuconostoc mesenteroides, and



Pediococcus pentosaceus. Several more species of lactic-acid bacteria have been found in
cabbage-based fermentations. Each of these groups has its own specific niches and reactions
and, we are finding out, flavors. You will hear most about L. plantarum, a second-stage
fermenter, as it produces high acidity in all vegetable ferments. But honestly, you don’t need to
know or remember any of these guys’ names to make great spicy ferments. You just need to
know how to manage their homeplace, and they will do the rest.People come to fermentation for
a number of reasons. For some it is for the age-old reason of preserving the harvest into the
cold, lean months. The acidification (or pickling, if you will) of vegetables — including peppers,
the star of many of the recipes in this book — can hold off the forces of decay for months and
sometimes years. But many more people come to fermentation for the health benefits (or to
freak out their parents by eating foods with funk). These are all good reasons to make and eat
fermented foods, but ultimately it is flavor that will keep you coming back for more.So here we
are at the core of why we ferment: flavor. It has to be flavor, because, ultimately, if you don’t like
these ferments you won’t eat them, and then it really doesn’t matter how long they last, or how
digestible and full of vitamins, minerals, and probiotics they are. We hope to introduce you to
some flavors that we find fantastic while encouraging you to invent your own.It is an exciting time
right now as we reinvent our fermentation foodways. Chefs and home cooks are experimenting
with using microbes for flavors in ways previously unimaginable. Many feel we are just scratching
the surface of possibility. And this possibility lies not only in the fermenting itself but also in how
we use these foods, whether as condiments or as ingredients in interesting meals. One of the
things that we have enjoyed most since our book Fermented Vegetables came out has been
meeting both home cooks and chefs who are bringing these ferments to their dinner tables and
menus in intriguing ways.We invite you to enjoy all the advantages of fermentation, from flavor to
health to preservation. And we invite you to play around with the recipes, using whatever
vegetables are in season or at hand, as you create your own unique fiery ferments. Using chiles
and other veggies that you buy from your local farmers allows you not only to create a truly local
product — including local bacteria! — but also to support your local foodshed, and to play a
small part in establishing your region’s food security.Spices were trendy for much the same
reason in 1500 as they are now. Once again, people are looking to spices for the elixir of life or a
ticket to paradise. And the future bodes well for people who study spices as well as for those
who come up with new ways for us to consume them. . . . We are living in a new golden age of
spice.Michael Krondl, The Taste of Conquest: The Rise and Fall of the Three Great Cities of
SpicePart IGetting StartedWith fermented products there is no safety concern. I can flat-out say
that. The reason is the lactic-acid bacteria that carry out the fermentation are the world’s best
killers of other bacteria.Fred Breidt, USDA microbiologistFirst of all: you’ve got this! Don’t be
daunted by fermentation. The worst that can happen is that you have a failed batch. You won’t kill
your family (cliché alert), but if we had a nickel for every time somebody came to us and said, “I
want to do this, but I am afraid I will kill my family,” we would be quite wealthy. After all, for a
society that has grown up with germ theory and refrigeration, there is nothing intuitive about



letting food sit on your counter for a few days or weeks, possibly having to remove a layer of
yeast or mold, and then digging in.Fermentation advocate and USDA microbiologist Fred Breidt
is often quoted as saying that, as far as he knows, nobody has died from eating properly
fermented vegetables — the operative word being properly, because this is where things can go
south. The good news is that if they do, you will know. We like to remind people that our species
is still around after thousands of years because we have five very capable senses. Okay, so you
may not hear it go wrong, but you will smell it. The smell is not funky or pickle-y pungent, but bad
— like something rotting, which is essentially what is happening at that point. Your eyes will see
things that are off-color or otherwise unappealing. (The caveat is that sometimes the top layer of
the ferment, the part that was exposed to oxygen, might look off-color — but you will remove that
layer and find wonderful flavors underneath where the environment is far too acidic for
pathogens to live.) It may feel slimy. Your survival brain will kick in and tell you, do not put that in
your mouth. And if you do and it feels and tastes wrong, it probably is; spit it out.Now that you
have the worst-case scenario out of the way, don’t be afraid to fail. Take the risk! Enjoy the
process, even if it means you may sometimes feed your compost pile instead of your family.
Even a failed batch is a wonderful opportunity to learn a little more about the process. We know,
we hated to hear that when we were kids, and we still do. If it makes you feel any better, we
couldn’t write these books without plenty of yuck to keep us learning so that we can help you
avoid those moments.Chapter 1Tools and TipsFermentation is as humble as this formula. We
humans have been processing our vegetables this way for more than a few years — we’ve been
doing it for so long, in fact, that our first vessels were probably animal bladders and crude clay
pots. In this chapter we will touch on the many ways to house and care for your ferment. We’ll
also go over the key elements of lacto-fermentation — salt and unchlorinated water, brine, and
time — and how each affects our friends in the lactobacillus family. With a few management
strategies, you’ll find it an easy process, and your hot ferments will turn out delicious.Be a Good
HostLet’s talk quickly about how lacto-fermentation works. It starts with making the friendly
bacteria comfortable — we want them to settle in, enjoy the ambiance, and (unlike most
houseguests) to reproduce. They don’t need much — just an anaerobic saline pool to swim in
and plenty of fresh veggies to eat.The key here is that lactic-acid bacteria are anaerobic — they
don’t need oxygen — but many of their competitors are not. The most important thing to
remember, therefore, is this: keep everything under the brine, which keeps the process
anaerobic. The good guys thrive in these conditions, and when they thrive they multiply and
consume (or convert, if you will) the carbohydrates to create an increasingly acidic environment
— the death toll for the bad bacteria. Spores, molds, and yeast simply cannot live in the
conditions that provide us with preserved, safe, live, tasty food. How cool is that?The Perfect
VesselIn the last few years, folks have come up with ingenious ways to manage the process of
fermentation, not to mention stunning pieces of functional art. So what you need for a vessel is
more a question of what will make this process enjoyable and successful for you. For some, that
means having a crock that is a piece of art gracing their countertop; for others it means a



hermetically sealed jar that discourages alien invaders in the form of yeasts or molds. The
beauty is that with the wide range of possibilities available, you will surely find a fermentation
vessel that works for you — your environment, your lifestyle, and your style of cooking.When
you’re fermenting, all the bits of your fermentation mixture must be kept submerged in the
(anaerobic) brine. While there are a lot of ways to do this, it is really very simple. (This process
was perfected a long time before we could peer through a lens at the workings of microbes.)
Must the entire inner environment of the vessel be anaerobic? It doesn’t have to be — lots of the
old-school crocks or pots used in fermentation have an open top and are meant to be used with
just a weight (to keep the mixture submerged) and a towel (to keep out dust).However,
fermenting in a big crock can be daunting and unwieldy, and since most of the recipes in this
book are for very small amounts (after all, a gallon of habanero sauce may be more than you
could eat in a lifetime), you will likely be using jars. Fermenting in a jar is great for a number of
reasons beyond the approachable size. The biggest benefit is you can see what is going on with
your ferment, which is especially handy when you are first learning. For example, you may see a
huge layer of brine on top of your veggies and think, “Cool, my ferment is making brine.”
However, if you look into your glass jar, you can see that what is actually happening is that the
brine is getting pushed out due to the trapped carbon dioxide (CO2); this is called a “heave” or a
“surge.” You’ll be able to see the air pockets in the ferment where the brine used to be. If you are
using an open fermentation method, it is critical that you press on your ferment to release the air
and allow the brine to sink back down, submerging the vegetables.Though crocks, jars, and
other open vessels work great, many people prefer not to deal with the yeasts and molds that
can take up residence on that exposed top layer of brine — hence the invention of “closed”
systems and airlock systems that let the CO2 push the oxygen out and don’t allow new air back
in. (Getting the oxygen out of the picture also helps retain the color of your ferment because it
can’t oxidize.) The first of these inventions was the water-seal crock, which has a moat in the rim
that holds a bit of water and the lid; air can bubble up and escape but can’t come back in. Many
of the systems you will see still use water as the seal, including jar lids with the traditional
brewer’s airlock. The Ferment’n cap is essentially the same idea but has been redesigned to be
less unwieldy on the counter and comes with a weight to keep your ferment under the brine.
Kraut Source designed a trough system not unlike the water-seal crock; the stainless steel lid
has a moat and a plunger to hold the ferment down.Also gaining popularity are the waterless
“one-way valves” or “expansion valves,” which release air only when the pressure has built up
enough to open the valve in one direction. The Pickle Pipe and the Sterilock are examples of lids
that function this way. However, we have found that a Weck jar also works on this principle: the
lid and rubber gasket are held in place by clamps that have enough give to allow built-up
pressure to break the seal; the gas escapes and then the lid immediately reseals.Because the
pockets that form in a ferment within a closed system are generally just CO2 and not oxygen, it
is less crucial to press down on the ferment to eliminate them as you do with an open system.
That said, the flavor can still be affected if the vegetables are not completely submerged in



brine, so it is best to press everything back down regardless of the system.As far as equipment
goes, the simplest closed system is a jar with a lid. You pack your jar with the ferment (or, in the
case of brine pickles, pour in the brine), leave an inch or so of headspace, and screw the lid
down tightly. This does not allow the CO2 to escape on its own, though, so you have to burp your
jar manually during the fermentation process so that the CO2 molecules have someplace to go.
When the pressure is released and those molecules shake free, you actually get a burst of
energy in the form of a fizzing sound as the millions of CO2 molecules rush to get out the door. If
you burp your jar regularly you will simply hear a hiss with the release. If you wait too long, you
may have quite an eruption. Do you remember shaking a soda can as a kid? Same
idea.Remember, however, that not all ferments are made alike. Some will require more frequent
burping — one or two times a day — while others may require little or none.Fermentation works
in many environments, which is part of what makes it so incredible. New choices in small home
fermentation systems continue to appear on the market. In the chart   we look at various kinds
to help you understand how each system works and decide which one is right for you.The
instructions in this book assume you are using a basic jar method, but you can use any vessel or
lid type you like, as long as you follow the instructions for that system.Babysitting Small-Batch
FermentsMost of the recipes within these pages have mighty flavor and therefore are made in
small quantities and require special attention during the fermentation, or curing, time. Let’s just
say they need babysitting. Because small-batch ferments have less brine, it is often impossible
to weight them down enough to keep the CO2 from creating air pockets. And remember, this
whole thing needs to stay anaerobic. (Some of the new jar lid systems can help   .) To keep
your ferment covered in brine, you will find yourself pressing gently on it or the weight often —
even daily.Fermentation Systems above: Double-tap the image to open to fill the screen. Use
the two-finger pinch-out method to zoom in. (These features are available on most e-
readers.)Vessels at a GlanceFermentation Vessel + SystemDescriptionEase of UseWhat is
great about this systemChallenges of this systemOnggi pots and straight-sided open crocks with
followers and weights (Adam Field, Ogusky Ceramics)The classic, time-honored system in
which a plate (follower) is nested inside the crock on the surface of the ferment, with a weight on
top to press it down.Straight sides handy for pressing in ferment; finding the right sized plate for
a follower can be a challenge.Easy to find; come in many sizes, making it a good value for large
batches.May be hard to find a suitable follower. Weighting down soft, juicy ferments can be
tricky. Open top can make ferment prone to yeast or mold growth. Small crocks are difficult to
weight and less practical than the 1-gallon or larger. Managing weights can be unweildy.Water-
seal crocks (Hadar Iron, Harsch)Ceramic crocks with a trough along the rim allowing lids to nest
in water. CO2 is able to escape. Usually have split ceramic weights.Require less monitoring then
a straight-sided crock. Split weights slip into place; water trough needs some monitoring.Creates
a closed system, which helps control scum. The crocks (especially handmade ones) are
beautiful.Can be quite heavy to manage, move, and clean. Water trough does require some
monitoring as water can evaporate, causing the seal to break.Jars with gaskets, Fido-style, bail-



style, or Weck jarThe vulcanized rubber gasket on bail-style and Weck jars works like an airlock.
Unlike an airlock or valved lid, CO2 needs to build up more pressure to lift lid momentarily and
slip out.Very easy to set up and monitor. The Weck jar releases on its own more readily than a
clamped Fido-style jar. Pull the gasket at the tab to release air.A clean system that has the ease
of an airlock without all the pieces; you can have a number of different ferments going without
making as much investment as crocks.More expensive than a mason jar. Bails on Fido-style jars
can corrode (but that doesn’t affect the ferment). Weck jars may be hard to find.Just a jar,
burping methodFerment is pressed into a jar with 1–2 inches of headspace, and lid is tight. CO2
escapes when lid is opened manually.Very easy to set up. Check regularly to release CO2 and
press ferment.All you need is a jar. Works especially well with very small, dry ferments (in very
small jars). No start-up costs, and you can make ferments on the road without spills.If you forget
to release the pressure, you’ll have a small mess. Make sure the ferment stays under the
brine.Just a jar, ziplock methodFerment is pressed into a jar to about 3⁄4 full; ziplock bag full of
water is placed on top to act as barrier and weight. CO2 escapes through wrinkles between bag
and jar.Very easy to set up and monitor.Works well with small ferments. No start-up costs. The
waterfilled bag fills in all the airspace and lets very little new air in (almost like a
waterseal).Involves disposable plastic. Ferment must be monitored for airpockets if the weight
isn’t heavy enough.Just a jar with weights, another jar, or ceramic or glass weightsA waterfilled
jar is placed on top of the ferment to keep it weigted down, similar to the ziplock; an open
system.Very easy to set up. Needs regular pressing to keep ferment under brine.Very little cost,
convenient, no plastic.Most likely to develop scum on top and must be monitored for airpockets
if the weight isn’t heavy enough.Brewer’s airlock for mason jar lid (FARMcurious, Pickl-It)Jar is
topped with plastic lids fitted with a brewer’s airlock; a closed system.Very easy to set up. Needs
minimal babysitting.Once it’s set up, there isn’t much fuss — the water doesn’t evaporate
rapidly.Tall profile can be a little awkward on some counter spaces. Lots of little plastic parts to
keep track of when not in use.Waterless one-way valve lids (Masontops, Sterilock)Jar is topped
with a lid that has a bubble valve that lets CO2 out.Very easy to set up and monitor.Self-sealing
and low profile; no pieces to lose, rust, bend, or break.Bubble valve is surprisingly tempting to
pinch by passersby, which defeats the purpose and can cause scums. Silicon lids can stick to
the jar and be difficult to open.Systems using pressure (Kraut Source, Ultimate Pickle Jar)Jar
with a lid that uses mechanical means to keep the ferment submerged.Takes a little finesse to
get all the pieces in place the first time, but simple once you’ve done it.Ferments don’t heave
once they are anchored down. Kraut Source is entirely stainless steel.Lots of pieces to keep
track of. For plunger to work properly, jar must be filled to a specific level.Ferment´n HomeA
weight and waterseal airlock system developed by a potter. Lid is designed to be used with a
canning jar ring.Intuitive, simple design: place weight on ferment and screw on lid. Virtually no
monitoring.Ceramic weight is heavy and holds ferment in place, even for hard-to-weight tiny
batches.Some thinner paste-style ferments will try to sneak through the “donut hole” in the
middle of the weight, so may need a thin follower of some sort, like a small round of cheesecloth



or a piece of cabbage leaf.Slicing, Shredding, Chopping, Grating, and MoreVegetable
fermentation depends on brine, and in most ferments this brine is created by breaking down the
cell structure of the veggie and drawing out its water with salt. This requires slicing, shredding,
chopping, and grating. Here are some helpful tools and gadgets.Cutting Board and KnifeDon’t
underestimate how much can be done with a roomy cutting board and a few good-quality sharp
knives. We do most everything with an 8-inch chef’s knife. It’s perfect for general chopping,
slicing, dicing, and mincing.Hand GraterMany of the recipes in this book call for finely grated
ingredients. We have found a microplane grater/zester to be invaluable for ginger, turmeric, and
galangal root, as well as for garlic and citrus peels. For larger pieces, regular tower hand graters
and slicers can be useful.MandolineMandoline slicers have a series of intimidating super-sharp
blades. However, most come with a hand guard that, when used properly, makes them safer to
use than a knife. If you have a mandoline without a hand guard, find a sturdy slash-resistant
glove, available in kitchen stores.Protective GlovesWhen processing peppers, you can end up in
a whole lot of pain if you don’t take precautions to keep the spicy capsaicin off your hands.Spice
GrinderSpices are so much more flavorful when they are lightly toasted and freshly ground. (See
our guide to getting the most flavor from spices   .) A coffee grinder is a wonderful tool for
turning your whole spices into a fine powder. For years we used the same one that we use for
coffee, carefully wiping it out before and after each use, which worked well. (Worked well, that is,
until our youngest son caught us — he believes that mustard or coriander in the coffee grinder is
a kitchen foul. The next Christmas there was a new grinder under the tree, just for
spices.)Vegetable ChopperHand-operated vegetable choppers, also called onion choppers, are
satisfying to use and can give you the same small chop as a food processor, which is handy
when you are working with small amounts.BlenderA blender is useful for the final step of turning
your pepper pastes into smooth sauces.StrainerA medium to large, fine-mesh, stainless steel
strainer is important because some of the pastes have pepper skins that won’t fully break down
in a blender. You’ll want a good-quality one, because it is going to take some abuse as you press
the mashes through it.Mortar and PestleThai pepper pastes, Indian chutneys and spice mixes,
Indonesian sambals, Mexican salsas and moles, Andean hot sauces like Bolivian llajwa — all
are traditionally made by grinding the spices and other ingredients between two stones. Whether
you call it a mortar and pestle, molcajete y tejolote, or any other name, this tool was the first food
processor. You can find mortars and pestles in a variety of textures and materials. Molcajetes are
often made of porous basalt stone, and you must season a new one to fill in some of the gaps.
Do this by grinding something like rice in it and then wiping it out with a dry towel.Food
ProcessorFor many of the recipes in the book, we find a food processor to be invaluable for
finely chopping the ingredients that become pastes and sauces.FunnelA small funnel is very
handy for getting your newly created hot sauce into a hot sauce bottle.Silicone Lid LinersThese
lid liners by Mason Jar Lifestyle are a great new find for preventing corrosion to your metal lids
from salt and acid. We have even used them without the lid, clamped down by the ring. They
also fit under Ball plastic storage caps, making them leak-proof.Fermenting WeightsSome of the



fermentation systems we talk about use weights; some do not. We, personally, like weights. You
can get thick, heavy rounds of pottery or glass that fit right inside a canning jar. If we were to
choose one luxury to invest in for simple jar fermenting, it would probably be some easy-to-use
weights. In crocks, weights are not optional but a required part of the set-up.SaltSalt is pretty
great. How cool is it that a little salt can preserve fresh vegetables, vitamins intact, for months or
even years? This mineral is also important for flavor and for the health of our bodies. Our
ancestors went to great lengths to get salt as well as many spices. In fact, some of the earliest
armies marched across landscapes far from home just to be paid in salt (the word salary actually
comes from the word for salt). There were times when salt was only for the aristocracy — ironic,
considering that with the industrialization of salt mining and food systems, it now dominates our
cheapest processed foods.The first purpose of salt in fermentation is to give the lactic-acid
bacteria the advantage they need over the forces that rot. Salt isn’t the preservative — the acid
created by fermentation is what keeps everything safe (that’s right, there’s no benefit to tossing
in a little extra salt for good measure). However, a correct saline environment, while not inhibiting
the lactobacilli, makes it uncomfortable for many other kinds of bacteria to set up housekeeping
and reproduce. Salt also affects the cells of vegetables. It hardens the pectins (keeping the
veggies crisp) and draws out the vegetable’s water, which becomes the brine.Salt inhibits the
yeasts that break down sugars into alcohol (not the yummy kind) instead of lactic acid. A mere
0.8 percent ratio of salt weight to vegetable weight will prevent the type of decomposition you
don’t want. Standard ferments use anywhere from 1.5 to 3 percent, and sometimes more for
commercial products. The recipes in this book tend to stay in the 1.5 to 2 percent range.Another
purpose of the salt is to keep fermentation moving along at a steady rate by slowing it down a bit.
This can be particularly important when fermenting in hot climates, to keep the process and the
flavors in check. If you live in a warm environment (and it is warm inside as well as out), you may
have to add a bit more salt, bringing the ratio up to 2 to 3 percent by weight.We prefer to use
natural salts with trace minerals and lower sodium chloride content, such as Redmond Real
Salt, a fine rock salt, or the gray Celtic sea salts. But as long as you stay away from salts with
additives (most notably table salt and kosher pickling salt), any choice is acceptable.We have
always told folks to add salt slowly and taste often to avoid an oversalted ferment. Oversalting
can happen so quickly and is often a new kraut maker’s first fail (oh, the disappointment!). We
stand by that advice, but with the powerful little condiments in this book, you may not be able to
taste the subtleties of the salt over the heat. Therefore, it is not crucial that you taste for the salt.
Condiments are potent and less overwhelmed by salt, and since they are used to enhance
flavor, they are saltier by nature. Also, because of the bold flavor of the ingredients in most of the
recipes, the measurements tend to be more precise than “one head of cabbage,” which leaves
less wiggle room when it comes to salt. In sum, just go ahead and use the amount of salt called
for in these recipes.Can I Use Iodized Salts?In refined salt, the amount of added iodine can be
up to 300 percent more than the amount that occurs naturally in unrefined salt. Because iodine
is antimicrobial, it is possible that using salt with added iodine could inhibit fermentation and



cause discoloration. For this reason, we avoid using iodized salt in our ferments. We have never
had a problem with natural salts containing trace amounts of naturally occurring
iodine.WaterSome of the recipes in this book call for water — specifically, unchlorinated water.
Be sure that it is, in fact, unchlorinated, as chlorine can inhibit fermentation.The advice for
removing chlorine from water used to be to let the water sit out overnight, or to boil it, which
would cause chlorine to dissipate. You could also use a simple charcoal filter on your tap or in a
pitcher system. However, increasingly, municipal water systems are using a combination of
chlorine and ammonia, called chloramine, that does not evaporate and is not removed by simple
charcoal filters. To remove chloramine from water requires a more comprehensive system that
uses first a carbon filter to remove the chlorine in the chloramine molecule and then a reverse-
osmosis filter to remove the remaining ammonia.Time and TemperatureUnlike so many of the
culinary arts in which timing is clear — bake at 350°F for 30 minutes, simmer for 2 hours,
marinate for 1 hour, chill for 45 minutes — fermentation calls for a murky zone of whatever timing
is right for your conditions. If your home is warm, the ferment will go faster than the recipes
indicate; if you live in a tropical climate where it is mostly too warm, you have to come up with
strategies to keep your ferment cooler (like adding more salt and sticking the ferment in a cooler
with rotating ice packs). Conversely, if your home is in the frigid north, perhaps you can hardly
keep the bacteria awake (boy, do you need hot sauce!).Use the recipes as guides when
estimating the amount of time a given ferment will take. They assume average home
temperatures of about 65 to 72°F (18 to 22°C), which is conveniently ideal for getting your
ferment started. Of course, there are other variables too: the amount of sugar in the vegetables,
the amount of inherent lactic-acid bacteria (or the types), and even the size of your batch. While
this may make fermentation sound daunting, it really isn’t. For one, there is great latitude in terms
of what makes a finished ferment — your taste buds decide. This is no soufflé.Your other senses
will help you out, too. The first thing you will do is watch the color of the ferment (assuming you
are using a glass jar that lets you see the mixture). You will notice that the vegetables turn a dull
color compared to the vibrant color they sported when first pressed in with the salt. Many online
photos of ferments are taken when the ferment has not fermented yet; they are clear and bright.
When the ferment is ready, the brine will become cloudy. There is a caveat, though: bright red
fiery peppers don’t lose a bit of their vibrancy.So now what? Use your nose. Brand-new ferments
smell vegetal — like the vegetable you just cut up and salted. Finished ferments smell acidic and
pickle-y. The intensity of the smell can vary; for example, an herbal ferment will give off only a
subtle acidic aroma.Taste is usually our first-choice method of determining when a ferment is
done, but for some people, this concept can be as mysterious as one of us recognizing middle C
out of the blue, for example. The tuning fork of ferments is simple pH strips. They are widely
available but come in many variations (and prices). Select strips made for cheese making or
fermenting. The ones we use have a pH range of 3.0 to 7.0, with gradations of 0.2 or 0.3
between each reading.Sometimes we use the strips because we’re monitoring a recipe for
doneness at 8 a.m. and have no desire to mix the taste of fiery ferment with creamy hot tea. On



that same note, it can be difficult to differentiate the subtle sour or acidic notes when the
concentration of spices is commanding all the attention. Visually discerning any changes can be
hard with some recipes as well. Compact, condensed pastes often show little sign of
fermentation, like bubbles, for example (see Introverts vs. Extroverts, below). A pH strip makes it
easy to ascertain the acidity. A finished ferment will have a pH below 4.6. We have tested the pH
on many ferments and most of them are well below 4.6 as soon as they taste acidic, coming in at
4.0 pH or lower.Managing the BrineAs mentioned, in many of the recipes in this book, the salt
makes the brine by drawing out the juices of the vegetables; this is often called “dry brining.” In
some other cases, you will need to make a saltwater brine for your ferment   .The key to
success is remembering that brine is your best friend. Please don’t think that puddle of salty,
unfermented juice left at the bottom of your bowl after you’ve massaged salt into the veggies is a
waste product — that’s good brine, and you should pour it proudly on top of your ferment.
Remember, the brine is what keeps your ferment anaerobic. Besides, once it is fermented, it is
delicious — you will want as much as you can make.As the lactobacilli do their thing (consume
the starches), they produce acid and CO2. The CO2 bubbles need to work their way out of the
ferment. Sometimes they do this on their own. Other times, especially with some of the thicker
ferments, these bubbles can form air pockets. While the air pockets may or may not have
trapped oxygen, we have found that ferments are more successful if we manage the air pockets.
This is so important that we say it a lot in this book. If you are fermenting in a jar, you will be able
to look into the ferment and watch for air pockets. When you see them, simply get a clean utensil
and press on the ferment until the air pockets are gone and the brine pools on top of the ferment.
With some of the thicker pastes, you may need to run a clean butter knife along the edge of the
jar to release the pockets.Beware, and don’t be fooled by copious amounts of brine forming on
top of the ferment. You think it means your ferment is submerged, right? Not necessarily. Often
this is a sign that a lot of air pockets have pushed the brine out. Press down slowly, and you will
see the brine settle back into the ferment, where it should be.The Two Stages of
FermentationDuring the first stage of fermentation, the dominant species Leuconostoc
mesenteroides and friends like a temperature range of 65 to 72°F (18 to 22°C). The process will
get started at slightly lower temperatures, but if they get too low the friendly bacteria have trouble
waking up and getting a foothold. A little higher also works, but to develop the most flavor it is
better to keep the ferment within this range. Also, allowing it to get too warm too soon can lead to
softer ferments. (Don’t worry if your pepper ferments are soft; peppers tend to be softer
anyway.)During the second stage, the acid-loving bacteria Lactobacillus plantarum and friends
are said to prefer a climate warmer than 72°F (22°C) but not much higher than a steady 90°F
(32°C). In these higher temperatures, L. plantarum (responsible for the extra-tart acidic flavor)
proliferate very quickly. However, we have found that starting our longer-aged ferments at room
temperature and then transferring them to our fermenting cave, which maintains a temperature
of 58 to 60°F (14 to 16°C), slows down the process and gives us the most interesting
flavors.Burping Your FermentWhen you use a closed system (as suggested with mashes,



pastes, and mustards), there is no air exchange with your ferment, in or out. Therefore, the CO2
builds up and must be released, and this is where the “burp” comes in. Just like burping a baby,
it will keep your ferment healthy (well, in the ferment’s case, it will keep it from exploding . . .).You
may use a closed system with any type of ferment, not just pastes. This system works well with
mason, bail-style, or Weck jars (which can release a bit on their own; see here   ). The only
trick is that you will need to periodically check your ferment to see if it needs to be burped. If the
lid is taut or slightly bulging, you know it’s time.The lid in a closed system is sealed, and you will
be briefly breaking that seal to let out the CO2. In a mason jar, this is just a quick twist: listen for
the CO2 escaping and then tighten the lid again. If your ferment is under a lot of pressure, it may
be difficult to break the seal, or the brine may bubble out all over the place when you crack the
lid. To avoid this, burp your active ferments often, even as much as once or twice a day.For bail-
style or Weck jars, simply pull on the tab of the rubber gasket. The CO2 will escape and the
gasket will pop back into place.Introverts vs. ExtrovertsWatching a ferment actively bubble is
very satisfying, and many ferments offer plenty of effervescence to satiate that need to know
something is happening. Beets and peppers, for example, usually don’t disappoint. You can
think of them as extroverted: they are working and they want you to know it.The introverts, on the
other hand, are quiet. Any ferment can behave quietly, but in general it’s the herbal pastes that
show you less action. Our little bacteria processors are hard at work, but we can’t see or hear a
thing. Just like it is okay when your ferment is bubbling out of the container, it is also okay if you
don’t see or hear a single bubble. Use your other senses to evaluate how your ferment is
progressing and when it is ready to eat. Has the color of the brine or ferment changed? Does it
smell pickle-y? Does it taste fermented? If you still are confused you can test the pH. If there are
no signs of something gone awry, likely nothing is wrong. It’s just quiet.Chapter 2Master the
TechniquesNever made lacto-fermented vegetables before? No worries! In this chapter you will
become a master of the techniques used to create flavorful pepper mashes, pastes, and brine-
based pickles and sauces. Every lacto-ferment uses the same process — veggies of some kind
+ a little salt + anaerobic conditions. However, a spicy pickle is a very different ferment from a
fiery herbal paste, which is, again, different from a sauce.Each recipe in this book will tell you
which fermenting technique to use and detail the specifics that apply to that particular recipe.
Think of this chapter’s step-by-step visual guides as a reference to consult not only before you
begin, but also when you are standing in the kitchen looking at your ferment and wondering,
what do I do now?You Can Have Your Mash and Eat It TooPepper mash is a fermented pulpy
gruel of mashed hot chile peppers and salt, and it is the base of the hot sauces we know and
love, from the vinegary Louisiana-style sauces (like Tabasco) to the unique flavors of Latin
American and Caribbean sauces to the thick pungency of Asian-style sauces.In a large-scale
hot sauce plant, pepper mash is made by crushing whole red chiles with a hammer mill and
adding a 5 to 8 percent salt ratio. This mixture is then put into barrels. Traditional Louisiana-style
sauce makers procure the charred white oak barrels previously used by Kentucky whiskey
distillers. The barrels’ wooden lids are fastened with stainless steel hoops and blanketed with a



thick layer of salt. Tiny holes in the lids allow CO2 to escape. The salt blanket hardens due to
humidity and seals the barrel fully after the active fermentation process stops.During the aging
process the fermenting mash continues to develop complex aromas. At the same time, some of
the liquid is lost through the porous wood, concentrating the flavors. It’s the same thing that
happens with fine wine or great cheese: time = delicious. Interestingly, science shows us that
capsaicin compounds (responsible for the spiciness in chiles) decrease slightly in the early
stages of fermentation, right after salting. After that they stay steady, which is to say, the length of
fermentation does not affect the spiciness of your product.Beyond flavor, a long fermentation
period gives the product stability and thus a long shelf life; it also benefits the producer by
breaking down the pulp in a way that keeps it from separating or layering in the bottles. When the
mash is ready, the barrels are opened and the oxidized top layer of mash is removed. The rest is
filtered and mixed with vinegar to produce the hot pepper sauce.Though often aged for as long
as 2 or 3 years, pepper mash can be fermented in just a couple of weeks or months. This means
that you have flexibility. If you are very patient and relish the idea of a long-aged ferment, go for it
— your taste buds will reward you. If you are more of an instant-gratification type, do a quick
ferment. It will still be delicious, and you will enjoy it soon. After all, Maunsell White, creator of
what would become McIlhenny’s Tabasco sauce, started his sauce by fermenting the mash for
only 30 days. Or you can do both — we are giving you permission to have your mash and eat it
too. Make a large batch, use some or even most of it, and stash some away to age.The Salt
Blanket: Sealing Your Mash for a Long Winter’s SleepIf you’re feeling adventurous, you can seal
a crock (of a gallon or more) for a long aging process by covering the mash with a blanket of salt.
The salt will soak up some of the brine, which will help thicken and concentrate your final
product, but, more importantly, after the fermentation is done and you remove the salt blanket,
you can dry this briny salt with the sun or a dehydrator, yielding a delicious, spicy, pepper-
infused salt. You should be seeing cute jars and holiday gifts right now — if you are willing to
share.Step 1:Make enough mash for at least a gallon-sized crock. A crock is best suited for this,
as the straight sides make it easier for you to add and remove the salt. To keep the mash under
the brine, use a ceramic weight; you can also use a plate (close to the diameter of the crock)
followed by a jar of water to weigh it down. Allow the mash to ferment for about 2 weeks.Step
2:Carefully remove any scum that may have formed on top of the mash. If you are using a plate
followed by a jar for a weight on top, remove the jar and leave the plate; if you used a flat ceramic
weight instead, leave it. Place a piece of muslin or cheesecloth across the top of the brine.Step
3:Pour a 2-inch layer of sea salt over the entire top of the ferment, letting the excess muslin or
cheesecloth stick out around the edges.Step 4:Fold the excess cheesecloth over the top of the
salt. Cover the crock and ferment for 6 months to 2 years.Step 5:When you are done aging the
mash, lift the cloth with the brine-soaked salt and you’ll find your mash underneath. The part that
was in contact with the salt will be a bit saltier than the rest. Either mix it in or scoop a bit out and
add it to your pepper-infused salt for more heat. Dry the salt by spreading it on a plate and
leaving it in the open air, or use a dehydrator. above: Step 3A Step-by-Step Visual GuideBasic



Pepper MashA pepper mash can be made with any type of pepper, from sweet to fiery hot, or a
combination of peppers. The process is the same no matter which varieties you choose — with
so many options, you have a lifetime of spicy experimentation ahead of you.Weighting a pepper
mash is possible (you could try it with a water-filled ziplock bag), but the mash is soft and lacks
structure, so it is difficult to get a traditional weight to stay in place, especially in small, jar-sized
ferments — the weights tend to sink. In the steps below, we suggest using a closed system for
this ferment, such as a simple closed jar or an airlock system.The trickiest part of fermenting a
pepper mash is keeping it submerged and anaerobic. Unlike other ferments where the brine
tends to float above the vegetables, the pulpy flesh and seeds of the mash tend to float to the
top of the brine. If you have not fermented mash before, you will find that a little careful attention
to setting up this ferment will go a long way.1. Mash any type of fresh pepper. Use a mortar and
pestle, food processor, or food grinder or simply dice with a knife.2. Mix in the salt. A lot of brine
will form immediately.3. Press the mash into a jar, leaving at least 1 inch of headspace if you’re
using a pint jar, and more for a larger vessel. You may not see a lot of brine above the pepper
pulp, but with a closed system that will be okay.4. Screw the jar lid down tightly, or use an
airlock.5. Set the jar on a plate in a convenient place that is between 55 and 75°F (13 and 24°C).
Monitor it daily, and if you are using a plain lid, burp the jar often   . Do this over the plate to
catch any brine that bubbles out; discard that liquid. Look for floating pulp and air pockets (see
Curing Notes, below), and shake the jar as needed to encourage the pulp to settle under
the brine.6. After 1 to 2 weeks, or when your ferment calms down, move it somewhere out of the
way for a longer fermentation, if desired.7. After fermentation, store the mash in the refrigerator
in an appropriately sized jar or bottle so that there is little or no headspace.To make a sauceAfter
fermentation, spoon the mash into a stainless steel strainer over a bowl and press with the back
of a wooden spoon until all that remains in the strainer are the tough skins and seeds. These can
be discarded or set aside to dehydrate for seasoning (see below). Scrape the underside of the
strainer to get the last of the sauce.Curing NotesPepper mashes will need some monitoring,
especially in the early stages, for the dreaded floating pulp. The ground pulp holds tiny air
pockets that make it float on top of the brine   . As the ferment settles, it becomes easier to
keep the pulp down and the brine on top. With a small, jar-sized batch where you can keep the
lid tight, just shake up the jar when you see separation. Burp out the CO2 as needed   by
momentarily loosening the lid. If you’re using an airlock, there is no need to burp. There is also
less need to shake, but we like to anyway, to mix the brine and pulp together for flavor
consistency; be gentle, shaking from side to side, so as not to plug the airlock with mash.Hot
TipDoes the Hot Get Hotter?Unlike some kinds of vinegar-style hot sauces that get hotter as
they sit, fermented sauces tend to mellow out a little. This slight tempering seems to occur when
the ferments are first chilled in the refrigerator. After this initial change, however, they retain their
heat — for weeks, months, even years.A Kahm-mon ProblemFerments containing a lot of
peppers often develop a white bloom of Kahm yeast on the surface (for a photo, see here   ).
We have seen this happen even in carefully monitored airlock systems. But rest assured — it’s



harmless, and as long as there’s enough brine, the peppers will be safe and tasty beneath it.
Don’t bother removing this layer during fermentation, as it will only bloom again across the top of
the brine the very next day. If you keep removing it at the rate it appears, you will lose that all-
important top layer of brine.When your ferment is finished, you can ladle out the yeast, which
takes finesse and patience, as you will chase the buoyant yeast particles across the surface.
Use the sides of your vessel to help you catch them. Once you have scooped out as much as
you can with your ladle or spoon, lay a clean paper towel on the surface to catch more of the
yeast. Wipe the sides of the vessel with another clean paper towel before you empty the
container. Most importantly, don’t worry if you don’t get all the yeast — it’s likely you won’t (and
remember, it’s harmless). We find that once the ferment is moved into a new jar or bottle, the
yeast does not come back.What about the Seeds?For most sauces, it is all right to ferment the
mash without removing the pepper seeds, which add a little more heat (and some chewiness).
After fermentation, they will get strained out along with the tough skins for a smooth mouthfeel in
your final product. You don’t have to throw them out, though, even at this point. Instead, turn the
fermented skins and seeds into a flavorful probiotic seasoning: Spread them on dehydrator trays
and dehydrate at 105°F (40°C) for 8 to 12 hours, until dried. Pulse to a coarse powder in a
blender and store in an airtight container.On the other hand, if you are making a sweet pepper
mash or using a very thin-skinned pepper that won’t require straining (Fresno or habanero, for
example), removing the seeds from the fresh peppers is worth the effort. You will get a nice,
thick, ready-to-use mash. Finally, a few paste recipes call for including the seeds and never get
strained, like the rempah    base for sambal.
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P Gaenir, “Great Book!. I stayed up hours late just to read this thing cover to cover like a regular
book, in fascination. And I'm not much of a cookbook fan normally. It's interesting, humorous,
informative, creative, and really brings home not only a wide variety of recipes for fermenting, but
the underlying point: that it's an infinite canvas for anybody to play with, with just a few
components and ingredients and some imagination. It's got lots of brief notes in passing that
seem like valuable tidbits for someone new to fermenting (like me). Totally worth it!”

Ted S., “Recipes plus Context. A great book to have for recipes but also for those who are just
getting into fermentation. The first recipe isn't until page 76--something I appreciate because
the info prior to that was the history, processes, tools, etc...I bought it primarily for the hot sauce
recipes but will dive into the other recipes as well. They do offer some advice on pepper
substitutions but to take full advantage, make sure you have access to a variety of peppers
(international market, your garden, your neighbor's garden, or a really diverse local grocery).”

Michael Hultquist, “Highly Informative and Highly Recommended. I'm a spicy food blogger and
when I began to research fermenting my copious chili pepper harvest, this is one of the first
books I came across. It quickly became my "go-to" book for fermenting. I have learned so much
from this book. It has a place on my desk at all times. The authors have outdone themselves with
this work. Highly recommended.”

Jerry Trottmann, “Great Recipes - Great Photos - Great Eating. This book is the REAL deal.
Every recipe is a winner, there are tips throughout the book to insure you success. The
photography is so realistic it makes the food jump off page. My favorite recips are the Thai -
inspired Green Bean Relish and the Green Bean Kimchi.  Buy the book and get your ferment on”

m.morningstar, “Manageable quantities!. First, I had checked this out from the library.... it was a
title I didn’t want to return, so I now own it. The recipes are flexible. I like that the ferments are in
manageable quantities.... 2 cups-ish. My first ferment from was the Green Chile base. Try it on
eggs! Zhoug is amazing and hasnt met anything it wasn’t good on (tried veggies, pork, chicken,
beef, and eggs) and stirring the different relishes into a mayo makes a delicious sauce....”

SF Hans, “Some Like it Hot? This book is for you.. I am a fan of spicy hot so this book is terrific!
I am on the Plant Paradox diet so fermenting is an easy way to get the pepper kick without the
excess lectin content which causes inflammation. There are enough separate recipes to keep
the spicy new and diverse.  I highly recommend this book.”

Steph, “You’ll want to make EVERYTHING in here!. This book is even better than their first
“Fermented Vegetables” (which I also loved, but this one is even better!). The pictures and



organization of the book is much easier to follow than their previous book. The recipes are also
very interesting. I just received it and already have tried 4 recipes, with a desire to make
everything!  Thanks for a beautiful and amazing book!”

Malc, “Great Book For A Newcomer Like Me. This is a great book, well laid out, plenty of
pictures, step by step guides and hints and tips from experts.I'm about to start fermenting my
own chilli sauces amongst other things.It got four stars because all the measures are bizarre
American measures and once converted aren't consistent through the book. For example, a 3%
brine should be (I think) 30g of salt in 1 litre of water. In the book it was various combinations of
tablespoons, teaspoons and cups per American pint, quart and gallon. Measuring salt by
volume will give differing amounts of salt depending on the fineness of the grind. Other than the
archaic weights and measures, a great book.”

ANDREW AHN, “comprehensive and interesting. I was expecting a fairly straight forward book
on making standard fermented things a bit spicier. Instead, this is a comprehensive book on
different methodologies for fermenting, as well as detailed recipes.I like the pictures, and the
way everything is laid out. It is very easy to read and understand, and the book lends itself to
skimming through, picking a recipe you like and then rolling with it.The only negative I have, and
this isn't really a negative, is that the ingredient list seems a bit US centric”

Xact, “Inspiring and tasty. This book taught me how to ferment. Jam jars, electronic scales, some
chemical-free salt, and your choice of pepper. I now have a jar of preserved horseradish in the
fridge next to a red/green jar of peppers (jalapeno at the bottom and habenaro at the top). You,
like me, might find these simple vegetable mashes to be amazingly tasty.”

CR, “very useful. loads of recipes and well illustrated. i'm just getting into fermentation and
pickling and this book has been a great inspiration. it's not a criticism of the book but some of the
ingredients used may be rather hard to obtain in the UK (at least in my part of the UK) but i've
substituted various things and the end results have always been good.”

Beverley Johansson, “Great for saurkraut sceptics!. So many inspiring recipes. I am trying to
make ferments that I like (plain fermented cabbage is not top of my list!). This book offers many
alternatives. Have so far made great tasting sriracha, and fermented ginger and mango/onion
ferment are bubbling away. Highöy recommend!”

The book by Kirsten K. Shockey has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 928 people have provided feedback.
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